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17.  The apparatus shall be connected to a mains socket outlet with a 
protective earthing connection.

18.  Mains plug is used as the disconnect device.  It shall remain 
readily operable and should not be obstructed during intended 
use.

19.  WARNING:  To prevent injury, this apparatus must be securely 
attached to a rack in accordance with the installation instructions.

20.  Detailed installation instruction in user manual.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules and the Product Specifications noted on the Declaration of Conformity. Operation is 
subject to the following two conditions:

• this device may not cause harmful interference, and

• this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Operation of this unit within significant electromagnetic fields should be avoided.

      WARNING
The Distro unit produces heat while powered, and therefore requires adequate ventilation to ensure the internal temperature 
stays within maximum operating temperatures (0° C to 54.5° C, or 32° F to 130° F).

Care should be taken so that the Distro’s ventilation holes remain unblocked, allowing adequate airflow through both sides of 
the unit.

If you want to dispose this product, do not mix it with general household waste. There is a separate 
collection system for used electronic products in accordance with legislation that requires proper 
treatment, recovery and recycling.

Private household in the 25 member states of the EU, in Switzerland and Norway may return their used electronic products free of charge 
to designated collection facilities or to a retailer (if you purchase a similar new one).

For countries not mentioned above, please contact your local authorities for a correct method of disposal.

By doing so, you will ensure that your disposed product under goes the necessary treatment, recovery and recycling and thus prevent 
potential negative effects on the environment and human health.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Manufacturer’s Name: Hear Technologies

Manufacturer’s Address: 991 Discovery Dr. 
Huntsville, AL 35806, USA

Declares that the product:

 Product Name: Hear Back PRO

 Product Option: All (requires Class II power adapter 
that conforms to the requirements of 
EN60065, EN60742, or equivalent.)

Conforms to the following Product Specifications:

 Safety: IEC 60065 -01+Amd 1

 EMC: EN 55022:2010

  55024:2010

  FCC Part 15

Supplementary Information:

The product herewith complies with the requirements of the:
 Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC
 EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
 RoHS Directive 2002/95/EC
 WEEE Directive 2002/96/EC
 EC Regulation 278/2009

With regard to Directive 2005/32/EC and EC Regulation 
1275/2008 of 17 December 2008, this product is designed, 
produced, and classified as Professional Audio Equipment 
and thus is exempt from this Directive.

Nason Tackett
Senior Design Engineer
Hear Technologies
991 Discovery Drive
Huntsville, AL 35806, USA
Date: August 15, 2014
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A FEW NOTES ABOUT THE SYSTEM
• Do not share the network with any other devices.

 − High-quality, low-latency audio requires a constant stream of large amounts of data; therefore, other devices on the same network 
could compromise the quality of the audio.

• The system is designed to work with suitable CAT6 cable complying with the National authorities (cable with an outer jacket or 
sleeving rated VW-1 or better). Note, using low-quality cables may result in the Mixers refusing to link with the Hub.

• Don’t use those old, gray, flat telephone cables (ISDN cables) as those are not Ethernet cables.

• The ground and power rails are totally isolated, meaning no more ground loops to worry about.

• This system is compatible with most off-the-shelf Gigabit PoE+ network switches

 − Network switch must be PoE+ (30 watts). The connected mixers may otherwise periodically lose power at high volumes, due to 
sourcing slightly more power than standard POE switches provide (15 watts).

 − Since a constant stream of data is required for audio, not all network switches will work with this system due to a function known 
as EEE (Energy Efficient Ethernet), which restricts the free-flow of data, sending bursts of data instead. If you’re unsure if EEE is 
enabled on your Gigabit POE+ network switch, contact the switch’s manufacturer.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Hear Technologies warrants the equipment against defects in materials 
and labor for a period of one year from the original date of purchase. The 
duration of this warranty is limited to claims made to Hear Technologies 
within the periods stated with respect to parts and labor from the date 
of purchase. During the warranty period, defective equipment will 
be replaced or repaired to the general condition as received, at the 
discretion of Hear Technologies. 

All transportation is the responsibility of the purchaser or owner. 
Equipment should be shipped in the original shipping box.

This warranty applies only to defects in materials and workmanship and 
does not cover failure or damage due to shipping loss or damage, abuse, 
misuse, misapplication, incorrect or varying power line voltages, lack 
of proper maintenance, natural disasters, acts of God, or unauthorized 
modifications, repairs, or any alterations done without the expressed 

written consent by Hear Technologies. Hear Technologies shall not be 
liable for any loss of use of the equipment, or consequential damages, 
including damages to other parts of the installation in which the 
equipment is a part.

Hear Technologies does not make any warranty, express or implied, 
other than the warranty contained herein. No agent, representative, or 
employee has the authority to increase or alter the liability, obligations, 
and terms of this warranty or sale of the equipment. NOTE: It is strongly 
recommended that any equipment returned to Hear Technologies be 
properly packaged and insured for its full value in case of loss, handling 
or shipping damage.

Hear Technologies shall not be responsible for damage or loss of 
equipment during shipment.

The following are registered trademarks of Hear Technologies:
 Hear Technologies, Hear Back, Control Your Mix, Talk Back, Extreme Extender, Hearbuds, HearBus, and the “Jack” logo. 

All names and marks of other companies belong to those respective companies. 
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OVERVIEW
The PRO Mixer Distro can be used to condense stage or studio 
cabling, serve as a stand-alone Ethernet switch, and power up to 
eight (8) Hear Back PRO Mixers or Switch Back M8RXs (using 
standard CAT6 cables). The Distro network card is programmed 
to handle any 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet equipment. Durable 
anodized aluminum housing protects the network card and allows it 
to stand up to years of wear and tear in a studio or  live environment. 
The Distro uses the same 4-pin XLR power connector used 
with the Hear Back PRO Hub. A ninth RJ45 Ethernet connector 
(unpowered) is provided for connecting to another Distro, a PRO 
Hub HBUS output, or a Dante enabled device such as the PRO 
Hub Dante Card. 

A yellow LED next to the power port indicates the presence of 48 
volts. LEDs under each of the 8 Mixer ports indicate link/activity 
(green) and PoE power (yellow). LEDs under the 9th (input) port 
indicate link (green) and activity (yellow).

Because of the isolated power needed to comply with PoE 
standards and also to provide electrical isolation, use only the 
Hear Back PRO power supply provided.

The Distro’s RJ45 pin-outs are the same as standard gigabit 
Ethernet RJ45 pin-outs, as shown below:

Pin Pair Description
Suggested Termination 

Color Scheme (568B)***

1 A+ Power over Ethernet (PoE) 48v** white/orange

2 A- Power over Ethernet (PoE) 48v** orange

3 B+ Power over Ethernet (PoE) GND** white/green

4 C+ blue

5 C- white/blue

6 B- Power over Ethernet (PoE) GND** green

7 D+ white/brown

8 D- brown

**Gigabit PoE uses a transformer on the data pairs to allow power and data to share 
the same pairs similar to how phantom power works on microphones.

***Color Scheme 568A is also acceptable, but do not crossover from 568A to 568B.

Each output on the network card has a power supervisor circuit 
that will only power the port if a valid PoE device is detected. In the 
event of a shorted cable or broken device, the power supervisor 
circuit will disconnect the load, permitting other connected devices 
to function while protecting the power supply from the faulty output.

ADVANTAGES / FEATURES

• Small form factor

• Heavy duty stage-worthy design

• Daisy-Chainable for unlimited network 
sizes

• 1 input, 8 outputs

• Works with any 10/100/1000 Base-T 
Ethernet equipment

• 30 watt PoE+ power on 8 output ports

• Auto-crossover on every port 
(no crossover cables needed)

• Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) disabled 
(interferes with network audio)

PRO Distro

(8) RJ45 Output Connection Ports

Provides Data and Power
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